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Abstract
Rich, Attractive People in Attractive Places Doing Attractive Things is a fictional memoir of a dead Manhattan socialite from the 1950's named Sunny Marcus. The novel is Sunny's monologue from Hell and features many well-known figures from American pop culture including Truman Capote, Ernest Hemingway, Clark Gable, William Powell and Babe Paley. It traces the upward trajectory of Sunny's life from a modest childhood in 1920's Los Angeles to the heights of social success in the unforgiving world of Café Society to her murder.
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She's attracted to those little random things you do for her. Believe it or not, but some women have only been sent flowers from men once or twice in the lifetime (usually by twenties to thirties). The simple thought of sending them flowers drives them crazy, even though it seems quite cliché. You don't have to lead a presentation in front of thousands of people to be attractive. You just have to be strong enough to lead. When you walk in a restaurant, open the door for her. Lead her in the doorway first. Women find these little things attractive because you're leading the way and taking charge; it's that simple. He makes other girls jealous of her. Just like pricey handbags and outfits, they want to be the girl that other women are jealous of. Photographing attractive people who were doing attractive things in attractive places. (Summary of his photographic career). Slim Aarons. The author didn't say that. There is a mistake in the text of this quote. The quote belongs to another author. Other error.